I attribute my success to this I never gave or took any excuse

1) [200 points]
There is only one way to avoid criticism do nothing say nothing and be nothing

2) [250 points]
Algo es algo; menos es nada

3) [300 points]
Teach thy tongue to say I do not know and thous shalt progress

4) [350 points]
Fall seven times and stand up eight

5) [200 points]
Do or do not there is no try

6) [250 points]
Winning isn’t everything but wanting to win is

7) [300 points]
Ziolq wnlnm kowik klpxa jizlv ghmvi kazxe hymbb kbalo qll

8) [150 points]
There are no traffic jams along the extra mile

9) [150 points]
Take a seat young skywalker

10) [200 points]
All of Gaul is divided into three parts

11) [250 points]
Too many of us are not living our dreams because we are living our fears